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Sanders, the former defender of Gallipoli, on that flank of his
line, and blinding him to Allenby's real scheme for his next
offensive.
It was not until the autumn that all was in readiness for
what was to prove our decisive blow. Allenby, with all the
material factors of superiority—men, guns and munitions—
heavily in his favour, hoped not merely for victory but for the
annihilation of his outnumbered and discouraged adversaries,
who were by now reduced to reliance on little save their tradi-
tional valour.
Allenby's plan was to deceive his foes as to his true intentions
by active demonstrations on his eastern wing, combined with a
comprehensive series of attacks by Lawrence and his Arabs
against Deraa junction, where the railway communications of
the Turkish forces west of the Jordan branched off from the
main north to south line of the Hedjaz railway. When the
enemy's attention and reserves1 had been effectively drawn to
this quarter, the British infantry in the coastal sector would
attack and break the enemy line, and thus open a gap for the
massed cavalry to pour through and swing north-eastwards into
the Turkish rear, blocking the passes leading through the Carmel
range mountains and barring all roads of escape to the north of
the Jordan. This elaborate and all-embracing plan worked out
in practice exactly as devised.
On September i6th Lawrence began a series of methodical
and completely successful attacks in the Defaa area, which cut
all the three Turkish railway lines and brought a portion of
Liman von Sanders* scanty reserves hot foot to the spot to
meet the simulated threat.   Three days later 400 guns opened
fire to herald the attack on the opposite flank of the line.   With
hardly a pause or a check the infantry swept over the frail and
ill-defended hostile trenches and opened a broad path for the
cavalry to follow up and turn the enemy defeat into anni-
hilation.   Early next morning the Carmel passes were in the
hands of the pursuing horsemen and Liman von Sanders was
in flight from his headquarters at Nazareth, where he had been
surprised and all but captured, our air force having at the
critical moment bombed and destroyed all his communications
to the front and left him in complete ignorance of the disaster.
That same evening the passes to the Jordan north of Mount
Carmel were seized and that way out was barred to the enemy.
Only the narrow and precipitate paths from Nablus down to the
Jordan were still open, and as the debris of the Turkish host
struggled painfully through them, our air force bombs took a
fearful toll.   By September 22nd the enemy army west of the
Jordan had been completely destroyed as a fighting force.

